
Haringey Cycling Campaign, meeting minutes 12.9.16 
 

Present: Chris Rutland, Selena Calder, Andrew Rendle, Grant Gahagan, Patrick Field, Michael Poteliakhoff. 

 

Apologies: Adam Coffman, Norman Beddington 

 

1. Haringey Mini Holland encouraging LBH to make a submission. MP to send letter 

 

2. Tottenham Lane/ Wightman Rd update following meeting with LBH.  

 

AC &MP met Gary Smith to look at the dangerously narrow cycle lane at the new railway bridge and to 

discuss draft proposals for speed reduction approaching the zebra crossing near the station, reconfiguring 

the junction from Hornsey High St and the Turpike Lane/ Wightman junction.  

 

A 2 way cycle track on the station side of Tottenham Lane and a W bound lane on the uphill junction 

approach under the bridge are possibilities. It was agreed a 2 way cycle lane is good in principle, but needs to 

connect to LCN7. PF said the bus lane needs resurfacing. It was agreed a floating bus stop at the W bound 

lane was a good idea. 

 

It should be possible to increase the lane at the new bridge to 1.5m (to outside of armadillos).  

 

3. Green Lanes Traffic Study. MP will attend next meeting. 

 

4. Continuing unsatisfactory road hump construction. MP has pdf’s of the standard hump and table 

construction which he can copy to anyone wanting to check local work. 

 

5. Proposed Quietways. SC/MP to report on ride with Sustrans. It was felt it will not be very suitable for 24hr 

use, but gives many good local links and should be supported.  

 

6. Contributions for next borough insert to be sent to SC by 31st October. PF will write about the new 

Rockstone Community Project. GG will write about the BMX Park. 

 

7. Cranbrook Park area (behind Wood Green Station) traffic calming. It was agreed the humps can be close to 

junctions, provided they are 100% sinusoidal. 

 

8. Ashley Rd traffic calming proposals. MP will suggest a trial installation of the Tottenham Regeneration 

consultants’ recommendations. It was agreed it would be crazy to install the present traffic calming 

proposals which would be taken out in 2 to 3 years. 

 

AOB 

 

PF suggested we email LBH about lack of 20mph enforcement around Philip Lane.  

 

GG attended a Community Speedwatch for Alexandra Park Rd, which found most cars are exceeding 20mph, 

but not 30mph, so some improvement compared to pre- limit situation 


